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Judge won't delay Trump's hush money trial to wait for immunity ruling
The timing of the defense filing "raises real questions about the sincerity" of the motion, Judge Juan M. Merchan wrote in his decision.
Trial set to begin on April 15 »
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Boebert diagnosed with May-Thurner syndrome. What is it?
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Actress Hunter Schafer says she no longer wants to play trans characters
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Experienced climber falls 1,200 feet to his death in Mount St. Helens crater
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LSU Angel Reese declares for WNBA Draft in style, with a Vogue photoshoot
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3D underwater sonar images reveal damage after Baltimore bridge collapse
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US·Yahoo News
Taiwan rocked by 7.4 magnitude earthquake, leaving 9 dead and nearly 1,000 injured. What to know.
The strongest quake to hit the island in 25 years left at least nine dead, dozens of others trapped and nearly 1,000 people injured.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Bills agree to trade Stefon Diggs to Texans for 2025 second-round draft pick
Diggs has spent the past four seasons with the Bills.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·PureWow
Serial Killer Thriller Starring Denzel Washington Hits #1 on Netflix
PureWow Editors select every item that appears on this page,, and the company may earn compensation through affiliate links within the story You can learn more about that process here. Yahoo Inc. may earn commission or revenue on some items through the links below.Read the original article on Purewow. Watching award-winning actor Denzel Washington play a sheriff in a serial killer flick (that just hit number one on Netflix’s top ten movies list) sounds like an entertaining night to us. The film
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·LA Times
I spent 24 hours on Trump's Truth Social so you don't have to. No wonder it's tanking
You've likely heard of former President Donald Trump's mouthpiece and social media platform, Truth Social. But do you know what it's really like? I'll tell you.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Fortune
The ‘growing crisis of the young American male’ could send home prices falling for years or even decades, says the ‘Oracle of Wall Street’
Meredith Whitney says demographic shifts will ‘invert’ the housing market’s supply/demand dynamic.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Yahoo Music
Beyoncé's 'Texas Hold 'Em' took over the country charts. Here's what happens when it comes on in country bars.
It was initially unclear if the song would be accepted as a true “country” tune.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 

World·Associated Press Videos
VideoDashcam captures moment cars come to a stop on highway as powerful earthquake strikes Taiwan
The strongest earthquake in a quarter-century has rocked Taiwan during the morning rush hour. Wednesday's quake killed at least nine people, stranded dozens of workers at quarries and sent some residents scrambling out the windows of damaged buildings. The quake also injured more than 1,000.


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Business Insider
A United Airlines flight from Denver to London diverted to Chicago after a crack was discovered in the Boeing 787's windshield
This is the latest in a series of safety issues that have seen United Airlines come under increased scrutiny from the Federal Aviation Administration.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 25 best college graduation gifts for the class of 2024
It's time for a toast! Treat your 2024 graduate to one of these special graduation gifts anyone would enjoy.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Life
What’s a migraine cap and how do they provide relief for headaches? Experts explain the trend.
TikTokers are highlighting migraine masks as effective relief for severe headaches.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·The Telegraph
F-16 fighter jets ‘no longer relevant’, says Ukrainian military official
American-made F-16 fighter jets due to arrive in Ukraine this summer are “no longer relevant”, a senior Ukrainian military official has said.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Cooper Flagg and the East team edge Ace Bailey and the West in the 2024 McDonald's All-American Game
Flagg had a relatively quiet night as the East secured an 88-86 win Tuesday night.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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News·The Yodel
Biden 'outraged' by World Central Kitchen deaths in Gaza, Wisconsin’s protest votes in the Democratic primary and a 'Joker' sequel teaser
The stories you need to start your day: Gaza aid worker deaths spark outrage, primary takeaways and more in today’s edition of The Yodel newsletter
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Business Insider
Shannen Doherty, who has stage 4 cancer, says she's selling her belongings to fund more quality time with her mom
The actor said on her podcast, "Let's Be Clear With Shannen Doherty," that she felt she "needed to make things clean, just in case."
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Louisiana Gov. Jeff Landry threatens scholarships after LSU players miss national anthem before Iowa loss
Neither the LSU men's nor women's basketball team has been on the court for the anthem for the past several years.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Cosmopolitan
Travis Kelce Talks About His Bahamas Trip With Taylor Swift, Says She's Influenced His Music Taste
Travis Kelce gushed about how Taylor Swift has influenced his taste in music and chatted about their trip to The Bahamas.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life
What the total solar eclipse could mean for your zodiac sign: An astrologer breaks it down
An astrologist weighs in on the 2024 solar eclipse.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Life
Ready to cut back on drinking alcohol? Experts share 6 small changes to make.
Simple ways to scale back how much alcohol you're drinking.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness Final Four: How to watch every game of the men and women's NCAA tournament
The madness continues this weekend with the NCAA tournament's Final Four games.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Bills GM admits team 'probably not' better after Stefon Diggs trade, hasn't spoken with Josh Allen
Brandon Beane didn't hide the fact the Bills have some moves to make.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo Sports
Rashee Rice apologizes for 'my part' in crash while injured couple reportedly lawyer up
Rice reportedly owned the Corvette and leased the Lamborghini involved in the crash.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Justin Thomas splits with caddie Bones Mackay on the eve of the Masters
A significant change for one of the PGA Tour's biggest stars comes just before the season's first major.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Dallas mayor hints at bringing Chiefs to Cowboys territory after stadium vote fails
This obviously isn't happening.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Hall of Famer, former Bears DT Steve McMichael returning home after hospitalization
Steve McMichael was hospitalized earlier this year with multiple ailments.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
After he drifted out to sea in a kayak, ex-South Carolina QB Chris Smelley details his harrowing experience
Smelley was stranded miles from shore in the Gulf of Mexico for nearly 12 hours before he was rescued.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo Sports
Kansas City ballot measure for new Royals stadium, Chiefs renovations fails hard at polls
The Royals are still looking for a new stadium.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Mike Tyson confirms Jake Paul boxing match is an exhibition but insists it'll be an actual fight
Mike Tyson is supposed to step in the ring against Jake Paul on July 20.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Vince Carter, Chauncey Billups will reportedly be part of 2024 Basketball Hall of Fame class
The other inductees will be revealed during the NCAA men's Final Four on Saturday.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: Iowa's win over LSU draws 12.3M views to smash record for most-watched NCAAW game
LSU's win over Iowa in last year's NCAA title game was the previous record holder.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: Ranking the men's Final Four starters from 1 to 20
From Zach Edey to Michael O'Connell (and his prayer), here are how the starters in this year's Final Four stack up.
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Stefon Diggs trade winners and losers: Josh Allen, C.J. Stroud, AFC defensive backs and more
Wednesday's deal will reverberate not just across two franchises, but the AFC. How's everybody looking now?
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Americans who switch jobs are seeing pay gains nearly double of those who stay put
Workers who leave their jobs are seeing big pay increases compared to those who don't, potentially forestalling inflation's path downward.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Devils Illustrated
Report: Christian Reeves planning to enter transfer portal
Christian Reeves grabs a rebound in front of teammate Kyle Filipowski during a preseason scrimmage.  Rob Kinnan/USA Today Sports Images   Christian Reeves will leave Duke’s men’s basketball program after playing sparingly for the last two seasons.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·HawgBeat
Eric Musselman emerges as USC's primary candidate
HawgBeat reported Tuesday that Eric Musselman would be interviewing for the vacant head coaching position at USC, and now national reporters have taken that a step farther.  Jon Rothstein of CBS Sports and Jeff Goodman with Field of 68 have both indicated that Musselman is the favorite to land the Trojans' coaching job.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Powell still expects Fed to lower rates this year as inflation follows a 'bumpy' path down to 2%
Federal Reserve Chair Jay Powell doubled down on his belief that inflation was on a "bumpy" path down to 2% and that central bank officials expect to lower rates at "some point" this year.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Autoblog
2024 Chevy Silverado EV RST gets more range — 440 miles — and lower price
GM just revealed some range and pricing details on the production 2024 Chevrolet Silverado EV.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Mookie Betts has already passed Ronald Acuña Jr. as NL MVP betting favorite
Betts is off to a tremendous start this season.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Important changes to NCAAW tournament could be made this summer
It's possible the first two rounds will no longer be held at campus sites of highly-ranked teams.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Yahoo Music
Teens love vinyl. They tell us why.
Teens are forgoing music streaming services in favor of vinyl albums and record players.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Mookie Betts is on fire, 2024’s first no-hitter, new MLB stadiums?
Jordan Shusterman & Russell Dorsey talk about the scorching hot start that Mookie Betts is off to with the Dodgers, Ronel Blanco throwing the first no-hitter of 2024 and if the Kansas City Royals will get a new ballpark closer to the city.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Yahoo Entertainment
The It List: Rebel Wilson releases candid memoir, new 'Quiet on Set' episode digs deeper into Nickelodeon, 'Vanderpump Villa' is ready for check-in
"Rebel Rising" promises to be a page-turner and "Quiet on Set" returns to set the record straight.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Rivals
Three-Point Stance: Upcoming commit wave, Ohio State, 2025 sleeper
QB Antwann Hill doesn't plan to remain uncommitted for long.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
The good, bad, and ugly of Big Tech's first quarter
We're only one quarter into 2024, but it's been a busy one for the tech industry.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Texans' Super Bowl odds, C.J. Stroud's MVP odds get shorter after Stefon Diggs trade
The betting market took note of the Texans' trade for Stefon Diggs.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Greatest weekend of college basketball ever? Both Final Fours set up for enthralling finishes
Dan Wetzel, Ross Dellenger & SI’s Pat Forde kick off the podcast by reacting to the latest March Madness TV ratings for both the Women's and Men's tournament. The trio dissects how both tournaments have stars and storylines that have captivated the country. Wetzel marvels at the basketball powerhouse that UCONN has become for both the women's and men's sports. Forde tries to put into historical perspective the impact Caitlin Clark has had on the women's tourney this year.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Ford sales surge 6.8% powered by hybrids and EVs
Ford is the latest to report strong first quarter sales.
3 min read


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·The Osceola
Unproven FSU linebacker unit a 'pleasant surprise' so far this spring
FSU's linebacker room entered the spring with plenty of questions but has been a pleasant surprise for Mike Norvell.
6 min read
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Sports·OUInsider
Troy Everett to undergo surgery, miss remainder of spring practices
OU coach Brent Venables confirmed Tuesday that center Troy Everett will undergo surgery on Wednesday and will miss the remainder of spring practices.  Everett, who was seen wearing a knee brace during Tuesday's practice, suffered the injury during practice on March 28.
1 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Bryce Harper posts 3-HR night to end season-opening hitless streak
The Phillies star entered Tuesday slugging .000. He is now slugging .800.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Slate
I Accidentally Saw My Girlfriend’s Tax Return—and Learned She’d Been Keeping a Huge Secret About Her Salary
She betrayed me.
15 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·CNN
‘SNL’ star Sarah Sherman has hilarious response to TikToker who said the show has never hired a ‘hot woman’
To nobody’s surprise, “Saturday Night Live” cast member Sarah Sherman has a sense of humor when it comes to people commenting on her – and her castmates’ – physical appearance.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·SheKnows
A Body Language Expert Says Barron Trump’s Behavior Around Donald & Melania Shows a Clear Difference in Their Relationships
Barron Trump’s actions around his parents over Easter weekend speak volumes about the different relationships he has with his dad Donald Trump and mom Melania Trump, according to one body language expert. The former president’s 18-year-old son has often been pictured shyly walking behind his parents at formal events, but his behavior showed a marked …
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·People
Molly Ringwald Says Daughter Mathilda Was Conceived in Studio 54 Dressing Room During Run of“ Cabaret”: 'Iconic'
The actress shares her three kids with husband Panio Gianopoulos
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Fox News
Kirsten Dunst was stunned by male director's 'inappropriate question' he asked her at 16
Auditioning for a coveted role at the age of 16, Kirsten Dunst remembers being asked a "totally improper" question by a male director and recognizing "something was wrong" with the situation.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·NBC News
Raven-Symoné reflects on telling Oprah Winfrey: 'I'm not an African American'
Raven-Symoné is reflecting on her controversial comments in a 2014 interview with Oprah Winfrey, in which the "Cheetah Girls" star said she's "an American, I'm not an African American."
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·People
Molly Ringwald Reveals “Breakfast Club ”Scene She Thinks Hasn't 'Aged Well': 'Things Are Truly Different Now'
The actress said "there is a lot that I really love about" the 1985 movie but some parts haven't "aged well"
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·IndyStar | The Indianapolis Star
Did the eclipse path change? New map reveals Hoosiers could see less of the solar eclipse
Hoosiers living in Kokomo and other Indiana cities along the edge of the 2024 solar eclipse might need to change their watch plans. Here's what we know.
4 min read
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US·NBC News
Medellín, Colombia, bans sex work in two areas after U.S. tourist found with minors
The mayor of Medellín, the second-largest city in Colombia, announced a temporary ban on prostitution in two neighborhoods after an American tourist was discovered in a hotel room with two underage girls.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·CNN
Federal judge condemns ‘normalization’ of January 6 while sentencing defiant rioter
A federal judge on Wednesday blasted a convicted January 6 rioter for downplaying the US Capitol attack and using the kind of revisionist rhetoric that former President Donald Trump often uses on the campaign trial.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·Associated Press
In rare call, Russian defense minister warns French counterpart against sending troops to Ukraine
Russia's defense minister warned his French counterpart against deploying troops to Ukraine in a rare phone call Wednesday and noted that Moscow is ready to take part in talks to end the conflict.  Sergei Shoigu told French Defense Minister Sébastien Lecornu that if Paris follows up on its statements about the possibility of sending a French military contingent to Ukraine, “it will create problems for France itself,” according to a statement from the Russian Defense Ministry.
2 min read
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US·People
Calif. Home Surrounded by Mountains of Trash Sparks Complaints and Concerns from Neighbors
"The situation is worsening," a resident said of the growing piles of garbage outside the home
2 min read
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Celebrity·Variety
Hannah Waddingham Says ‘Horrific’ Waterboarding on ‘Game of Thrones’ Led to ‘Chronic Claustrophobia’: ‘I Wasn’t Expecting’ That
Hannah Waddingham revealed on “The Late Show” that she’s had “chronic claustrophobia” ever since filming that “horrific” waterboarding scene for “Game of Thrones.” The “Ted Lasso” Emmy winner starred in the seres as Unella, one of the Septa of the Faith of the Seven who brutally tortures Cersei Lannister (Lena Headey). When Cersei regains her …
2 min read
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Sports·USA TODAY Sports
Warren Sapp's pay at Colorado revealed as graduate assistant football coach
Two Pro Football Hall of Famers are now on Colorado's coaching staff. One makes $150,000.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·NBC News
Eight passengers stranded on African island after Norwegian cruise ship left without them
A dream cruise vacation has turned into a nightmare for eight passengers left stranded on the African island of São Tomé and Príncipe after their ship left without them because they were late to return from a private tour.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·The Telegraph
British tourist gang-raped twice in four hours
Three men have been convicted after a British tourist was gang raped twice in the space of four hours in Benidorm.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·The Wrap
‘Reacher’ Star Alan Ritchson Says He Quit the Modeling Industry After Being Sexually Assaulted
"Let’s be honest, it’s like legalized sex trafficking," the actor-producer says The post ‘Reacher’ Star Alan Ritchson Says He Quit the Modeling Industry After Being Sexually Assaulted appeared first on TheWrap.
3 min read
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Celebrity·Parade
Michael J. Fox and Wife Tracy Pollan Get Into the Country Spirit at Charity Event
They nailed the country chic dress code.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Parade
John Travolta's Daughter Ella Debuts Stunning Hair Transformation
Ella Bleu is the daughter of the 'Cash Out' actor and his late wife, Kelly Preston.
2 min read
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Politics·Salon
“Things just got very real”: Legal experts say Jack Smith appeal threat “puts Cannon on notice”
Special counsel asks judge to rule quickly so he can appeal if the court accepts Trump's defense
4 min read
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Business·Moneywise
Hawaii property owner left stunned after $500K home was mistakenly built on her lot. Now she’s being sued
Her attorney says there are “a lot of fingers being pointed.”
4 min read
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Opinion·USA TODAY Opinion
Liberals in la-la land: High wages, 32-hour workweeks sound great, but there's a steep price
It's no surprise that even before California's new minimum wage became reality, restaurants started planning layoffs.
4 min read
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Business·GOBankingRates
I’m a Bank Teller: 3 Times You Should Never Ask For $100 Bills at the Bank
According to data intelligence firm SAS Analytics, $100 bills account for 34% of paper currency in circulation in the U.S. and 82% of its value. Check Out: The Best Banks of 2024 Learn More: One Smart...
4 min read
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Sports·CBS News
Mike Tyson says he's "scared to death" ahead of Jake Paul fight
Mike Tyson spoke to Sean Hannity about his upcoming July fight with social media star-turned-boxer Jake Paul.
1 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
'He Should Be Ashamed Of This': Jimmy Kimmel Rips 'Lazy' Trump's Lamest Move Yet
The late-night host put the former president on blast over this one.
1 min read
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US·WFXT
‘Not going to be pretty’: April nor’easter to bring snow, rain, strong wind gusts to Mass.
A winter storm warning has been issued for some areas due to the chance for heavy, wet snow.
4 min read
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Sports·LA Times
Why Iowa's Caitlin Clark is playing against — and not for — UConn in Final Four
Iowa star Caitlin Clark wasn't recruited by her beloved Connecticut Huskies, whose legendary coach, Geno Auriemma, said he had already committed to Paige Bueckers.
4 min read
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Lifestyle·MarketWatch
My elderly parents are hoarders. I see them once a year. They say cleaning up their ‘junk’ will be my problem after they die. What can I do?
“They have lived in the same house in New Jersey for 50 years and they don’t throw anything away.”
6 min read
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US·KLAS articles
Plans for new Las Vegas airport no longer up in the air
LAS VEGAS (KLAS) – Since 1943, flights bringing travelers to Las Vegas have landed somewhere in the city’s valley, but now Ivanpah valley will be possibly alleviating some of the demand to help the community soar to new heights. The Clark County Department of Aviation (CCDOA) held a media briefing to outline the necessity of […]
4 min read
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Lifestyle·The Kitchn
We Asked 3 Chefs to Name the Best Canned Tuna, and They All Said the Same Thing
“Turns out, there’s one hook for all three.”
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TodayMostly cloudy with a 53% chance of precipitation. Winds variable at 8 to 11 mph (12.9 to 17.7 kph). The overnight low will be 38 °F (3.3 °C).50°38°

ThuThunderstorms today with a high of 55 °F (12.8 °C) and a low of 38 °F (3.3 °C). There is a 52% chance of precipitation.55°38°

FriMostly cloudy today with a high of 52 °F (11.1 °C) and a low of 35 °F (1.7 °C).52°35°

SatPartly cloudy today with a high of 54 °F (12.2 °C) and a low of 37 °F (2.8 °C).54°37°
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Daily Horoscope

Change your horoscope signAquarius
Aries
Cancer
Capricorn
Gemini
Leo
Libra
Pisces
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Taurus
Virgo









April 3 -You're not always one for making big plans, but on a day like today, you really need to move ahead in a way that can't be handled by your pants seat. Sit down and write it all out. 
See more
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